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Abstract: The development of big data and cloud computing has made it a critical task 

for detecting anomalous behaviors and events in computer network technology. This 

work presents a scalable genetic algorithm (SGA) based classification algorithm to 

discover comprehensible IF-THEN rules for network anomaly detection using the big 

data of Management Information Base. The SGA can be used to find anomaly detection 

classification rules from a cluster of computers with a message passing interface (MPI) 

standard. A new chromosome encoding and a new fitness function scheme are also 

given. Experiments are done on a real data set of a large-size company using the 

algorithm. Both the theoretical and experimental results show that the method is 

effective and efficient for network anomaly detection in computer clusters. 

Keywords: scalable genetic algorithm, classification rule, network anomaly detection, 

management information base. 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of big data and cloud computing has made it a critical task for 

detecting anomalous behaviors and events in computer network technology. Network 

anomalies typically refer to behaviors and patterns deviate from normal network state 

[1]. The causes of network anomalies are diverse including network intrusions of 

worms, device or database failure, wrong routing policies, network and system 

overload and ongoing Distributed Denial of Service (DDos) attacks, etc. Thus, it has 

become an urgent need for developing robust and reliable network anomaly detection 

system and algorithms for mining useful classification rules from a cluster of computers 

under cloud environment. 

Plenty of techniques and algorithms have been proposed for network anomaly 

detection including machine learning methods [1], [2], statistical analysis [3], [4], the 

rule-based method [5], and pattern matching methods [6], [7]. Most of these methods 

are designed to create models for normal or abnormal data and then attempt to detect 
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deviations from the models in observed data. For example, the machine learning 

method is regarded as a powerful tool for training labeled network data i.e., with 

instances pre-classified as being an abnormal or not [2]. The machine learning tools 

can automatically train and build detection rules and models. As a result, machine 

learning methods have become unique for the last decade. 

With the increasingly widespread use of computer network and cloud computing, we 

have witnessed that it has been huge amount data explosion. Furthermore, data has 

become more different, more compound, and less structured. Under this environment, 

the concept of big data is introduced and featured by 3 Vs: Volume, Velocity, and 

Variety [9]. Particularly, with the development of cloud computing, it has become an 

urgent need for building computer networks so as to enable users to collect, organize, 

and analyze large data sets, especially methods for analyzing the big data in the 

Management Information Base (MIB) for network anomaly detection in computer 

clusters.  

In this paper, a new method is proposed for network anomaly detection using the big 

data in MIB based on a scalable genetic algorithm (SGA). Similar work has been done 

using the genetic algorithm in medical domain on a non-big data basis, for example, 

diagnosis of breast cancer and prediction of recurrence of breast cancer [8]. We also 

propose a new chromosome encoding scheme and a new fitness function design 

method for finding comprehensible rules. Experiments are done on a real data set of a 

large-size company using the algorithm. Both the theoretical and experimental results 

show that the method is effective and efficient for network anomaly detection in 

computer clusters. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the basic characteristics of 

genetic algorithms for the task of classification task. Section 3 gives the proposed 

method for discovering comprehensible classification rules using GA. In Section 4, the 

scalable genetic algorithm for big data mining is given. In Section 5, experiments and 

evaluation are carried out. The paper will conclude in Section 6. 

 

2. Overview of Classification Rule Construction Based on Genetic Algorithm 

2.1 Classification Rule Representation  

Classification is one of the most important tasks in machine learning and data mining, 

as well as has been used for different areas of intelligent systems. The classification on 

a database consists of assigning records to one of a set of pre-defined classes which is 

designated by the researchers. The discovered knowledge is usually represented in the 

form of IF-THEN prediction rules. In this context, a typical IF-THEN rule can be 

represented as IF (A1 op V1 ∧  A2 op V2 ∧  …∧  An op Vn ) THEN C, where Ai (i=1,2,…,n) 

are attributes of the data set used for prediction, op is relational operators such as =, 
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<, and > etc. In the simplest case, there is only one attribute for prediction. The 

discovered rules can be evaluated by several criteria, such as the classification 

accuracy rate, the confidence of the prediction and comprehensibility, etc. 

 

2.2 Chromosome Encoding 

We use the Michigan encoding method in which one record in the database 

corresponds to one single chromosome (individual) [8]. In the natural environment, a 

chromosome is composed of n genes, where each gene corresponds to a condition in 

the IF part of a rule, and the entire chromosome is in line with the whole IF part of the 

rule. Figure 1 shows a typical encoding scheme for chromosome designed in this work. 

It can be seen that one gene is composed of four parts including , ,  and .  is 

the weight field which taking real values between [0...1]. The field operator is a 

variable taking relational operators such as "= ", "< "and "> ".  is the value field 

containing one of the values belonging to the domain of attribute  is the 

information gain field consists of the value of the information gain for attribute . 

 

Fig. 1 Encoding scheme for a chromsome (individual) 

 

2.3 Fitness Function  

The fitness function is designed for evaluating the quality of each classification rule. In 

this paper, we consider the four kinds of rules shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Four kinds off classification rules 

Classification 
Rules 

IF A THEN 
C 

IF A THEN not 
C 

IF not A THEN 
C 

IF not A THEN not 
C 

Number of the 
rule 

pp pn np nn 

As shown on the above table, there are four kinds of classification rules including "IF A 

THEN C","IF A THEN not C", "IF not A THEN C" and "IF not A THEN not C". We compute 

the numbers of these rules respectively, for example, the number of the rule "IF A 

THEN C" is pp. 

In [8], the fitness function is combined by two indicators, namely the sensitivity (Se) 

and specificity (Sp), defined as: 

      (1) 

      (2) 
The fitness function is computed as the product of Sp and Se, i.e.: 

                       (3)  
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3. Comprehensible Classification Rule Construction Based on Genetic 

Algorithm 

3.1 New Criteria for Evaluating Comprehensibility of Classification Rules 

In [8], the comprehensibility of a classification rule is considered that has relation with 

the rule’s length, i.e., the simpler the rule, the more comprehensible the rule. We 

believe that the way of relating the length of the rule with its comprehensibility can lead 

to a new indicator called simplicity (Si). If the length of the rule is k, the simplicity 

degree of the rule can be written as  
 

      (4) 
Simple classification rules not must lead to comprehensible rules. For example, there is 

a database table with 20 records of 2 classes shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 A database Table with 20 Records 

ID A B C D Class Representation Rule 

1, 2 T F F F 1 IF A=T THEN Class=yes 

3-10 T T T T 1 
IF (A∧B∧C∧D)=T 

THEN Class=yes 

11 T F F F 2 If A=T Then Class=no 

12-20 F F F F 2 If A=F∧B=F∧C=F∧D=F Then Class=no 

Using (4), the simplicity degree for rules in Table 2 are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Simplicity Degree Computation 

Individual Rules pp pn np Si 
1, 2 1. If A=T Then Class=yes 10 0 1 0.909 

3-10 2. If A=F∧B=F∧C=F∧D=F Then Class=no 8 0 2 0.8 

In Table 3, it can be seen that the simplicity degree of rule 1 is larger than rule 2. So by 

the definition in [8], we can conclude the comprehensibility of rule 1 is larger than rule 

2 too. In fact, in common sense, people more probably accept rule 2 for it provides 

more attribute’s information related with the class than rule 1.  

In this paper, we present a new method for computing the comprehensibility of a 

classification rule. We believe that a comprehensible classification rule can provide 

more information than a common one. Furthermore, we introduce the concept of 

attribute’s information gain for computing the comprehensibility of a classification rule. 

The information gain of an attribute is defined by 

              InfoGain(A) = I( , , …, )      (5) 

where  is the information needed for classification by a given attribute A. 

E(A) is the entropy of attribute A[1]. The comprehensibility of a classification rule is 

defined as  

       (6) 

where k is the length of the rule and n is the number of all attributes used for 

classification. The comprehensibility of the classification rule is the ratio between the 
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information gain of the attributes in the rule and the information gain of all attributes. 

The more information gain of the attributes used for prediction, the more the 

comprehensibility of the rule. 

 

3.2 Fitness Function 

To obtain a comprehensible classification rule, we modify (3) as  

       (7) 

where  and  are weights and satisfy . Supposing  and 

 and taking records in Table 2 for example, we get the fitness values shown in 

Table 4. 

Table 4 Fitness Computation for Records 1-10 

Individual Rules pp pn np Fitness Value 

1, 2 1. IF A=T THEN Class=yes 10 0 1 0.65 

3-10 2. IF A=F∧B=F∧C=F∧D=F THEN  Class=no 8 0 2 0.9 

It can be seen that rule 2 became the advantage individual which has more attributes 

provided for classification. The fitness function we designed is useful for obtain 

comprehensible rules for that the length of the rule is neither too long nor too short and 

have enough information to obtain comprehensible classification rules. 

 

3.3 Algorithms 

Algorithm 1 shows the main steps of the method. 

Algorithm 1 Comprehensible Classification Rule Construction Based On GA 

Input: parameters P 
1:  Select records and attributes used for training. 

2:  Encoding each record to form initial population with M individuals. Setting 
evolutional counter c= 0 and maximum generation G, using (7) to compute the 
fitness values for each individual. 

3:  Sort  by their fitness value and remember the first N individuals to form 

production population . 

4:  Use stochastic tournament selection with size 3 to generate new population . 

5:  Use two-point crossover on  with crossover probability = 100% and generate 

new population . 

6:  Use mutation operator with mutation probability=5% and generate new 
population . 

7:  Randomly select (  individuals from and combine them with  to form 

a new population . 

8:  If c < G then set c=c+1 and =  and repeat step3 step 8. 

 

4. Scaling Genetic Algorithm 

4.1 Genetic Algorithm on a Computer Cluster 

In order to scale to very large data sets, we first connect the machines of different 

departments to form a computer cluster environment. Then we distribute the data to 
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multiple machines in the cluster. The data is distributed equally between the machines 

in parallel. For a cluster of N machines, a distribute method can be used and each of the 

machine has 1/N of the whole data. Finally, the GA algorithm is run on the machine 

respectively and the final result of the GA classification is obtained by merging the 

partial results from all the machines in the cluster. 

Algorithm 2 is designed for building a distributed GA index. It includes a broadcast 

process and a merge process. Each process in the cluster runs in parallel and reads a 

fraction of the network data set. All processes build the GA index in parallel using their 

respective data set. 

In order to search the distributed index, the query is sent from a client to one of the 

computers in the MPI cluster, which is called the master server (see Figure. 1). 

 

Fig. 2 The scaling genetic algorithm on a cluster using MPI standard 

Algorithm 2 Scaling a distributed index on a computer cluster 

Input: query Q, GA parameters P 
1:  MPI broadcast (Q, P) 
2:  run genetic search with query Q and parameters P 
3:  merge results using an MPI reduce operation 

4:  return the results 

The master is the main server and is located at the center of the cluster. It can 

broadcast the query to all of the processes in the cluster running theirs own GA on 

fraction of the data. When the classification is complete, a message passing interface 

reduce operation is used to merge the results back to the master process and the final 

result is returned to the client. The server can also be used to assign computing tasks. 

For example, it can automatically detect the running abilities of all client computers and 

create an assign table. Client computers with higher computing abilities can be 

assigned with more percentage of the whole task while a poor client computer with a 

lighter task. All client computer runs equally and using a merge algorithm to form the 

final results.  

We designed the task assigning algorithms shown in algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3 Task assigning algorithm 

Input: computer parameters of each client 
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1:  server send the task assign query s 
2:  each client receives s 
3:  client computer own computing abilities ai 
4:  client send ai to the server 
5:  server builds the assign table 

6:  server sends the assign task to each client  

 

5. Mining Comprehensible Classification Rules for Network Anomaly 

Detection Using Mib in Cluster 

5.1 Data Sets Used in The Experiment 

Our goal is to perform network anomaly detection in the challenging real-world 

conditions within a dynamic and complicated environment. The method uses the MIB 

in counter clusters of a large international network Company such as Cisco and Huawei. 

For example, Figure 3 shows 3 records in MIB. For example, at the time of 11:40 at 

august 4 2008, a record in the MIB had number for indicator “ifInOctets” is 0 and had 

number for the indicator of “ifInUcastPkts” is 754107454. Table 5 shows the 12 

indicators in the interface class, all of which as its own function. Figure 4 shows a 

sample of ifInOctets record during time 0 to 10000 minutes. We finally find four kinds 

of classification rules for the whole computer cluster, based on the four commonly 

anomalies including full CPU occupancy, application server shutdown, database 

shutdown failure, and worm attack failure. Using these rules, the users can easily find 

the error and anomalies with the cluster which improve the effective and efficiency of 

the system. We also consider different classes of MBI parameters. The entropy of each 

indicator is computed first and then is used for computing the comprehensibility of 

each classification rule. The fitness function is designed by combing the accuracy and 

the comprehensibility of the rule together. The larger the fitness number, the more 

accuracy and comprehensible of the rule. Rule with the largest fitness number is 

considered the optimal classification rule for the class of anomaly detection method. 

 

Fig. 3 Example of 4 records in MIB 
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Fig. 4 Sample of ifInOctets record in MIB 

 

Table 5 Indicators of Interface Class in Mib  

Object indicator Description 

ifInOctets Number of bits received 

ifInUcastPkts Number of unicast packets received 

ifInNUcastPkts Number of non-unicast packets received 

ifInDiscards Number of packets discarded 

ifInErrors Number of error packets received 

ifInUnknownProtos Number of unkown proctocol packets received 

ifOutOctcts Number of bits sended by the interface 

ifOutNUcastPkts Number of non-unicast packets sent 

ifOutDiscards Number of packets discarded 

ifOutErrors Number of error packets which cannot sent by interface 

ifOutQLcn Length of packet list 
 

5.2 Computational Results 

In our experiment, we consider four kinds of anomaly activities in computer network 

including 100% CPU occupancy failure, application server down failure, database 

shutdown failure and worm attack failure which are injected to the network artificially. 

We select 720 records (24 hours) including 11 attributes. Table 6 shows four rules 

obtained using GA, one rule for each class. For each class, the algorithm was run three 

times. In all experiments, the initial population size is set to 720 and the maximum 

generation size is 200. The probability of selection, crossover and mutation are 80%, 

100% and 5% respectively. 

For comparison, we obtained the corresponding false positive and detection rate of 

different classification techniques. Figure 5 shows ROC (Receiver Operator 

Characteristic) curves of three classification methods, the Gas, the decision tree and 

the SVM method. To more accurately compare these methods, we calculated the 

performance value using the area under the ROC and presented the figures in Table 7. 

It is meaningful to notice that the GAs method has a larger area than the other two 

methods.  
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Table 6 Discovered Rules of Four Kinds Network Failure  

Class Rule Fitness 

100% CPU occupancy 
If ifInOctets<5000∧ifInUcastPkts=0∧ifOutOctcts 

=0 
0.912 

Application server 
shutdown 

If ifInOctets<2000∧ifOutDiscards=0∧ifOutOctcts 

=0 
0.869 

Database shutdown 
failure 

If ifInOctets<15000∧ifOutDiscards=0∧

ifOutOctcts =0 
0.823 

Worm attack failure 
If ifInOctets>2000∧ifInErrors>3000∧

ifOutDiscards> 6000 
0.877 

 
Table 7 Comparison of Performances  

Algorithm Area under ROC 

SGA 0.953 

Decision tree 0.721 

SVM 0.804 

 

 

Fig. 5 ROC curves of three methods 

 

6. Conclusion 

We have proposed a new approach for network anomaly detection by mining 

comprehensible classification rules from big data in MIB. Experimental results show 

that the method is effective and efficient. A key contribution of our work is the design 

of a scalable genetic algorithm using MPI standard for mining big data. Another 

contribution is that we have designed a new chromosome encoding scheme and a new 

fitness function scheme. Future work also includes design more effective and efficient 

MPI procedures and task assigning algorithm.  

As future work, we plan to further investigate the big network anomaly detection by 

discover classification rules with other indicators of the network system by different 

classification methods. The correlation of these indicators will also be taken into 

account to extract useful and non-redundant rules.  
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